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Abstract
How can we guarantee that a testing method will stably and eficiently achieve a very low defective part level?
Traditional testing methods rely upon faults t o model all
defects. A s technology advances, this approach becomes
increasingly questionable. If only a subset of defects are
modeled as faults, then as fault coverage approaches loo%,
the tests will be more and more biased in favor of fault detection. Unfortunately, this reduces the testing efficiency
f o r defects and limits the quality level that we can achieve.
In this paper, we propose models for the testing process
and suggest a solution which we call “unbiased test generation.” W e define two types of testing bias, and these new
metrics can be used to compare and evaluate test generation methods in practice.

1

Introduction

Testing is performed to weed out the defective parts
coming out of manufacturing. Since test generation
and test application are limited by available resources
like memory and time, generating tests for all defects
is infeasible. Instead, traditionally a relatively small
set of abstract defects, namely faults, are constructed
and these faults are targeted to produce tests. There
can be an enormous number of possible defects in a
circuit. To do a good job, a given test set should
detect most of them. Since faults do not model all
possible defects, the test quality with this approach
relies on fortuitous detection of the non-target defects
[[BUTLSO] [BUTLSla] [BUTLSlb]].
As the quality demands and circuit sizes increase,
the effectiveness of testing approaches based upon a
single fault model becomes questionable. For instance,
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[KAPU92] showed that for the most commonly used
single stuck-at fault model, the range in defective part
levels can spread over several orders of magnitude.
Later, [[PARK941 [WMW95a] [WMW95b] ] did extensive studies on this issue and demonstrated that
a high fault coverage was insufficient to guarantee
an equally high testing quality. The weakness of using the single fault model approach €or high quality
testing reveals that one model may bias the selection
of tests in the way that some non-target defects are
missed. One possibility to remedy this bias is to use
more fault models to generate more tests (for instance,
[MAX92]). Another potential solution was proposed
in [WMW95a] where a method called unbiased testing
was introduced. Encouraging results were established
there via a pseudo-unbzased testing method that guarantees only site observation. In this paper, we will
extend the concept of unbiased testing in terms of a
new type of testing bias that was not addressed before. We then show that with the new definition, unbiased testing can “efficiently” and “reliably” achieve
an arbitrarily low defective part level. In contrast, we
demonstrate the mathematical reasons and practical
evidences that traditional testing methods based upon
faults result in not only limited testing quality but also
higher uncertainty.
In general, this paper intends to provide theoretical
answers as well as practical evidences to the following
questions: 1) W h y is t h e eflectiveness of a test applied
earlier much better than a test applied later? 2 ) W h y
is it that using traditional testing methods, when the
fault coverage is high, test applicatzon becomes futile?
3) W h y is at that tradational testing methods result an
higher uncertainty in t e r m s of the testing quality and
how can this Uncertainty be reduced? 4) If, given a
testing goal of 1 PPM, h o w can we reliably achieve that
with a reasonable cost? Without a better understanding of the first three questions, we cannot answer the
forth. Previously, researchers have observed the phe-
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nomenon stated in the first three questions during various experiments. For instance, with the assumption
of surrogates that are modeled defects not targeted by
test generation, [[PARK941 [WMW95a] [WMW95b]]
demonstrated those phenomenon via extensive experiments. However, little has been said about the causes
before. The theoretical framework developed in this
paper explains the phenomenon, and lead us to develop a better testing algorithm - unbiased testing,
for the answer to the fourth question.
Through out the paper, we will present various experimental results to confirm the theory developed.
Since the analysis involves working on the functional
space of a circuit and hence the Ordered Binary Decision Diagram [BRAY861 which requires a tremendous
amount of memory resource, we only perform the analysis on small benchmark circuits.

2

Background

A defect is a flaw in a circuit. A fault model is a
hypothesis of how defects affect the circuit behavior.
Given a fault model, a set of faults is derived, called
target faults. Then, tests are generated on these faults.
Usually, target fault coverage is used as an estimator
for defect coverage. Defects are categorized into those
which can be mapped directly onto modeled faults and
others which cannot. We call the former target defects,
and the later non-target defects. Since detecting a particular non-target defect is not ensured, the accuracy
of the estimation for defect coverage depends on fortuitous detection of the non-target defects. Note that
there can be an enormous number of defects in a circuit. While lacking a clear uniform model to capture
all defects, to study the fortuitous detection, in practice we assume surrogates. Surrogates are models of
different defects from the faults used for test generation. In our study, we used two sets of surrogates:
1). non-feedback AND bridging and 2). transition
(gate delay faults). We then assume that the surrogate coverage is an accurate predictor of the actual
defect coverage. We chose non-feedback AND bridging faults since feedback bridging faults are easier to
detect [[MILL881 [MEI74]].
Test generation involves mainly two issues - the
selection of tests and the number of tests selected. For
selection of tests, we want a test to be able to detect
more defects. Without knowing the test spaces for
defects, this goal is not easily achieved. For the size of
a test set selected, we perform target fault simulation
to compute the current fault coverage, and usually
test generation stops when a criteria like 99% fault

coverage is met.
To estimate final testing quality, we need to predict the defective part level from this fault coverage,
which is usually measured as the number of defective
parts per million (PPM). For defective part level prediction, Williams and Brown [WILL811 has the model
(WB model) DL = 1- Y(l-nc),where DL is the defective part level, DC defect coverage, and Y yield (Y
is assumed 0.5 in this paper). The yield comes from
empirical data on the manufacturing process. In practice, fault coverage FC is used in place of the defect
coverage since we do not know how to compute DC.
In order to accurately estimate a desired defective part
level using F C , we need FC w DC. If FC differs from
DC significantly, which is usual when tests are generated using the single stuck-at fault model, then even
FC being close to 100% cannot ensure a particular
DL because DC may be still much less than 100%.

3

Previous Results

Many researchers have demonstrated by experiments that test effectiveness declines as the fault
coverage approaches 100% ;1 [PARK941 [WMW95a]
[WMW95b] 1. Figures 10 in Appendix show a typical
example. In this study, s t u c t a t faults were assumed
to be the target faults for test generation, and nonfeedback bridgings were the surrogates. Thousands
of test sets were randomly constructed to compute
the mean effect and its standard deviation, using Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams [BRAY861 and the
dzflerence propagation technique [BUTLSla]. Then,
the defective part level at a particular fault coverage
is plotted by using surrogate coverage as the defect
coverage in the WB model. The curve that assumes
that fault coverage is the defect coverage is marked
as “WB-Model.” First, it can be easily observed that
the average defective part level does not follow the
“WB-Model” curve when the fault coverage is high.
This average curve almost t u n s into a horizontal line
as the fault coverage approaches 100%. This means
that as the fault coverage keeps increasing, the defect (surrogate) coverage rernains the same. In other
words, the tests applied under the high fault coverage detect almost no defects (surrogates) and become
futile with respect to the improvement of testing quality. To explain the reasons baehind those phenomenon,
[WMW95a] presented a simple probabilistic model.

3.1

A Simple Model for Testing Process

Assume a fault universe of NI faults and a defect
universe of Nd defects. For a given test, on average
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in Appendix with this figure, we can observe that the
average curve in Figure 10 goes from the high test
effectiveness region to the low test effectiveness region
as the fault coverage increases. Unbiased testing was
defined as the case when E = 1 in [WMW95a].
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Figure 1: Illustration of the Group Allocation Problem
mf faults are detected and md defects can be detected. Then, the testing process can be modeled by
the Group Allocation Problem. The problem asks
for the number of empty slots at the end of dropping
n groups of m balls, group by group, into N slots such
that on each dropping, each slot has an equal probability of receiving a ball and no two balls go to the same
slot. Figure 1 illustrates the setup of the problem.
The classical scheme of this problem for m = 1 was
treated in [FELL661 and for m 2 1, the average number of empty slots can be easily shown to be N(1which can be approximated by e-?
when n, N are
large enough and $ is fixed. Therefore, if Ti is the test
length (the number of tests) applied, then at the end

F)n

md

When using
we will have defect coverage 1 - e--.
no fault dropping and Ti = N f , the defect coverage
becomes

Figure 2: The defective part level curves for various
test effectiveness E

s.

Based upon the model, the test effectiveness is defined as E =
Figure 2 shows the defective
part level curves for E ranging from 0.01 to 1 with
NI = 500,mf = 2 , N d = 5000. Again, the curve
“WB-model” refer to the case when fault coverage is
the defect coverage, and it coincides with the curve
with E = 1. These curves divide the area into low
eflectiweness regions (with small E ) and high efectiveness regions (with large E ) . By comparing Figure 10
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3.2

Pseudo-Unbiased Testing Method

Since unbiased testing is a theoretical concept, in
practice, we search for pseudo-unbiased testing algorithms which are an approximation of unbiased testing. [WMW95a] proposed one such method and presented encouraging results. In particular, the paper
shows that a pseudo-unbiased testing method can result in a lower defect part level and less uncertainty
of testing quality for various experiments. To understand the essence of the method, consider test generation for a given fault using traditional methods. For
an input vector to be a test, it has to satisfy two requirements - to produce a difference at the fault site
and to ensure propagation of that difference to one
of the primary outputs. The two requirements correspond to the fault excitation and fault observatzon
conditions. For different types of defects, the excitation condition can be different. However, if a defect
occurs only within the given site, then the observation
condition is the same regardless of what type the defect is. Hence, to reduce the bias of test generation
based upon a fault model, the method ensure only the
observation criteria and leave the excitation criteria
to be random. In this way, the pseudo-unbiased testing method generates a set of vectors such that the
test set guarantees observation for every site at least
once. We note that the fault model is still involved
when computing the fault coverage, but with the new
method, faults are not targeted for generating tests
any more.
In this paper, we will provide further analysis regarding the problems with traditional testing methods, explain in details the causes, and improve the
proposed solution - unbiased testing.

4

The Uncertainty of Testing Quality

[WMW95a] formally studied the relationship between fault coverage and defect coverage under the
condition that a fixed number of tests is given. In this
section, several new results will be presented using the
same model, the Group Allocation Problem. First of
all, we should consider not only the case for a given
test length as that assumed in [WMW95a] but also
the case for a given fault coverage. The difference is

that the test length to achieve a fixed fault coverage is
no longer a constant but a random variable. Besides,
for both cases, we will study their average behavior,
as well as their variation in terms of the testing quality. The results in this section provide much more
insight about the definition of test eflectiveness and
serve as the basis to understand the remaining sections. The superiority of unbiased testing in terms
of reducing the uncertainty of testing quality will be
formally proved. This result was suggested only by
experiments in [WMW95a]. Due to limited space, we
only explain each theorem without proof. Most of the
proofs can be derived from the materials in [[FELL661
[HOLS71] [HOLS77] [PARK81]].
Again, let Nf ,N d denote the numbers of faults and
md be the average number of faults/
defects, and mf,
defects detected by a test, respectively. Let E be the
test effectiveness defined as

B.

4.1

When the test length is a constant

Equation ( 1) in previous section stated the expected defect coverage when applying a fixed number
(Nf) of tests. The following theorem gives the relationship between the variation of defect coverage D C
and test effectiveness.

Theorem 1 After applying Nf tests, the variance of
the number of defects left undetected Nd(1- DC), denoted as VAR[Nd(l- DC)] is Nde-Emf [I - +]
as
Nf , Nd become large and ?
k
remains
a
constant.
Nd

that the curves are drawn for Std[Nd(l - DC)] =
d v A R [ N d ( l - DC)] instead of the variance.
For larger Nf , we can see that the case E = 1 always
has less uncertainty, and as Nj increases, this advantage becomes stronger. If we compare Figure 10 with
Figure 2, we observe that as fault coverage approaches
loo%, the test effectiveness roughly falls into the region with E around 0.6. Unfortunately, this gives us a
relatively larger variance of the defect coverage when
Nf is around 500 and hence a higher uncertainty of
testing quality for C432.

4.2

When the test length is a random
variable

Suppose now the test length Ti is unknown. Instead, we have the goal of achieving a particular fault
coverage. Then, Ti becomes a random variable. What
is the new formula for the mean and the variance now?
To answer this question, we need to find the distribution of Ti first. Given 0 5 FC < 1, the distribution
i to achieve at least FC fault coverage is normal
of T
with mean and variance as the following (O(1) means
a small constant).
EXP(T1) = --In
Nf
mf

1
-t- O( 1 )
1-FC

N f FC
m2f 1 - F C

VAR(Tz)= -(--In

1
) + O(1)

1-FC

(3)

The proof for mf = 1 can be found in [HOLS71].
The extension to mf > 1 can then be obtained by
considering each of mf balls in a group independently.
With the help of above results, we can derive the following theorem.

Theorem 2 Let

.
'

0

-NI==
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E be defined as usual. Let Ti be the
test length applied, which has a distribution described
above. A s Nf, N d become veiy large, and
= e remains a constant, asymptotically we have
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Figure 3: The Std[Nd(l- D c ) ] vs.

0.8

E

1

for various Nf

To better understand the theorem, consider hied
= 0.004 and N d = lONj, and E varies from
0.01 to 1.0.
We try to study the change of
VAR[Nd(l - DC)]in terms of the change of E. Figure 3 shows six curves corresponding to the cases
Nf = 500,1000,2000,3000,4000 and 5000. Note

3

E X P ( 1 - DC)=: ( 1 - FC)'

(4)

VAR[Nd(l- DC)] = NdEXP(1- DC)X
(1 e](1-- Fc)' In(&)
+ e ( ~ m ~( i
)%
* 1)

(5)

+

The proof for Theorem 2 is a little bit complicate.
Here we omit the details. Equation ( 4) although is different from equation ( 1) in Section 3.1, they both define the same set of test effectiveness curves as shown
in Figure 2. Therefore, the definition of test effectiveness has the same meaning for both cases and hence
its definition is independent of whether the test length
Paper 27.1
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is a constant or a random variable. We note that fault
targeting is not addressed here. With fault targeting, a test is specifically ensured to defect a particular
fault and hence the assumption of average detection of
mf faults is not appropriate. However, this problem
can be solved by partitioning all faults into those explicitly being targetd and those fortuitously detected.
[WMW95a] discussed the analysis. Since fault targeting does not affect the conclusions drawn in this paper,
we will omit its discussion.

0

Li

sition surrogate set gives larger variance than bridging [WMW95a]). As before, we construct thousands
of test sets to compute the average defective part
level and its standard deviation at a given fault coverage. We compare the results for two test generation methods, the traditional testing using the stuckat fault model and the pseudo-unbiased testing addressed in Section 3.2. It is clear from the figures
that the pseudo-unbiased testing method can produce
more certain testing quality than the stuck-at fault approach, and this difference becomes larger as the fault
coverage increases. We note that the pseudo-unbiased
testing method was originally designed to enhance test
effectiveness, and as a result the uncertainty was also
reduced. We will discuss this aspect in more details
below.
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Figure 4: STandard Deviation curves sTD[Nd(1 DC)] for various E for FC 2 80%
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To get a better insight of equation ( 5)] we restrict
our attention to the situation when E 2 0.5. The reason is that although low test effectiveness may result
in a smaller variance, it is less interesting to us due
to its weakness of reducing the defective part level.
Figure 4 presents the curves of STD[Nd(l - D c ) ]
as before for various E 2 0.5 and FC 2 SO%, given
that N j = 1000,mf = 4,Nd = 10000. It is interesting to note that the case E = 1.0 has the highest
uncertainty before 95% fault coverage but becomes relatively much smaller than the others when the fault
coverage approaches 100%.
The most interesting conclusion observed from Figures 3 and 4 is that b y increasing test effectiveness E , the uncertainty of testing quality can be reduced as the fault coverage approaches 100%. This
result was partially demonstrated by the experiments
in [WMW95a]. We emphasize that this superiority is
consistent for both the case of k e d test length and
the case of fixed fault coverage (providing that the
fault coverage is high), and high fault coverage is the
domain of interest for good quality levels.

4.3

Experiments

Figures 5 and 6 present the results obtained
through experiments on circuits (3432 and C499 u s
ing transition surrogates (From our experience, tranPaper 27.1
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Figure 5: STandard Deviation curves STD(DL) vs .
fault coverage 1 - FC,transition surrogates,C432
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Figure 6: STandard Deviation curves STD(DL) vs .
fault coverage 1 - FC,transition surrogates,C499

5

Bias, Efficiency, Unbiased Testing

Our purpose in this section is to explore the meaning of “unbiased testing” further, and formally unveil
the concept of testing bias. By carefully distinguish

two types of testing bias (or bias for simplicity), we
obtain more insight about the testing process. Then,
we propose a new concept, test effliciency,that is similar to test effectiveness. Those new concepts helps to
understand more about the problems with respect to
traditional testing methods and lead to define a better
testing algorithm later.

then Nd = N I + - . + N k . We also denote the test effectiveness for Di as ~ and
i , assume that ~1 > . . . > ~ k .
Note that there is no equality when comparing ~iwith
t i + l since if they are equal, Di+1 should be merged
into Di. Under the setup, we define the new type of
bias as the following.

Definition 2 Lei pi =

g. Let cave = Cj=IPiEik

Test Generation Bias (T-Bias) vs.
Fault Simulation Bias (F-Bias)

Then, we define the Test Generation Bias (T-bias) t o
E.*.
where €1 > €2 > .- .> c k .
be & = 1 - A-

Recall that test effectiveness is defined as E =
mdlVf
From the test effectiveness curves in Figure
mr Nd .
2, we see that the case E = 1 is the one where the “average ability” for a test to reduce the fault coverage is
the same as its “average ability” to reduce the defect
coverage. In contrast, “bias” can be considered as the
“difference” between these two average abilities. Here,
we explicitly define this concept.

The meaning of T-bias is simple. pT measures the
the ratio between the minimum test effectiveness and
the average test effectiveness over the defect subsets.
Since the minimum is less than or equal to this average, ,& is always a number between 0 and 1, and
is 0 when the equality holds. When the minimum is
the same as the average over defect subsets, the detection ability over all defects is uniform, i.e no T-bias
is present. In this case, the overall test effectiveness
will be a constant as the fault coverage increases. In
general, we want pT as close to zero as possible.
With the definition of F-bias and T-bias, we extend
the notion of unbiased testing below.

5.1

Definition 1 Define the Fault Simulation Bias (Fbias), denoted as
effectiveness.
Since

E

PF,

to be 1 - E , where

E

is the test

2 0, ,f3~ 5 1. Usually, we don’t have

> 1 since that

implies “defects are easier to detect
than faults,” and if E > 1, most of the defects will
be detected before the fault coverage reaches 100%.
However, when we assume surrogates for experiments,
E > 1 can happen simply because surrogates does not
capture all possible defects. As long as / 3 ~is not positive, a high fault coverage can guarantee a high testing
quality. Therefore, a test set with PF = -0.1 and a
test set with ,OF = 0 both are good test sets. However, since OF = -0.1 means more favor of defect detection, we may generate more tests than required for
the desired quality level if fault coverage is used as the
predictor for quality.
Now, let’s again compare the result in Figure 10
with Figure 2. We see that E for that particular setting is not a constant as the fault coverage changes,
but a variable that decreases as the fault coverage increases. This observation indicates that another type
of “bias” is associated with the test set, which is not
modeled by the definition of , f 3 ~(or equivalently not
modeled by the concept of test effectiveness). This
bias reflects the diflerence between the two average
abilities to reduce defect coverage ~t two diflerent fault
coverages. To better understand this new type of bias,
we consider a partition of the defect space with respect
to the test effectiveness. Let D be the defect space partitioned into k disjoint subset D1 . . .Dk. Hence, if the
cardinality I D I= Nd and I Di I= Ni for 1 5 i 5 k,
E

Definition 3 A testing method is called F-unbiased
if its resulting PF = 0 and i s T-unbiased if pT = 0.
A n Unbiased Testing methlod is the one that is both
F-unbiased and T-unbiased.

So far, we have not explained the reason why we
used the name “Test Gener<ationBias” and “Fault
Simulation Bias.” To Understand the essence of Tbias and F-bias, we demonstrate a few experiments
on the benchmark circuits C432 and C499. Via realistic examples, we will illustrate that F-bias is indeed
changeable by changing the way of computing the fault
coverage and T-bias can be reduced by an improved
test pattern generation algorithm.
5.2

Experiments on ,& and

PT

Table 1: Bridging surrogatse set partitioning using
SAF test sets, C432
In the previous section, we define different types of
bias and extend the concept of unbiased testing fur-

ther. But how well does the model match to reality?
Does bias really occur? Can we improve the testing
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F-bias / 3 ~

-0.14

T-bias / 3 ~

-0.22

Table 2: Comparison of the two methods in terms of
bias, on C432 (BS=bridging surrogate, TS=transition
surrogate)

II

Figure 7: Results on C432 using bridging surrogates
and SAF test sets
quality by reducing bias in practice? To answer these
questions, we need experiments. Let's first check the
accuracy of the model.
There are four numbers we need to know in order to compute the test effectiveness ~i for subset i.
They are Nf,
mf , Nd, md. Given a subset of surrogates
(or faults), we apply a number r of different test sets
generated using the same method (either traditional
stuck-at fault method or pseudo-unbiased method),
each with v test vectors. Then, for surrogates 1,. . .,n,
we collect for each surrogate, the number of times it is
detected and get the sequence of numbers s1 , . . . ,sn,
respectively. We then compute the average number
of times for a surrogate to be detected by a test as
(c?="=,si)/(r
. v . n). In this way, we compute m f ,md
(mdnow is for the surrogates because we assume that
surrogates are the defects). N f ,Nd are just the size
of the fault set and the size of the surrogate set. To
partition the surrogate set into subsets, we sort the
sequence of numbers SI,.. . , s, and then group those
surrogates in a way that two surrogates stay in the
same subset if their numbers of times being detected
are close.
As an example, let's consider circuit C432 with
bridging surrogates. The test sets are generated based
upon the stuck-at faults. Table 1 shows the resulting partition and its corresponding test effectiveness.
There are three subsets whose sizes are normalized
to 0.91,0.07 and 0.02. As we can see in this example, most of the bridging surrogates are very easily
detected, but there are 2% of them with test effectiveness of zero, i.e. never being detected. Figure 7 then
presents a comparison between what the model gives
and what we obtained through experiments. It can be
seen that the model, although not exactly matching
the actual curve, captures what happens in practice.
The figure also contains curves with E ranging from 0.5
to 1.0. We note that similar results were obtained for
Paper 27.1
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F-bias / 3 ~
Unb

11 SAF
BSs
TSs

1 Tests
11 -0.0089
11 0.366

Tests
-0.119
0.234

11

T-bias / 3 ~
Unb

11 SAF

1 Tests
11

1.0

11 0.871

Tests
1.0
0.709

Table 3: Comparison of the two methods in terms of
bias, on C499
C432 with transitions and for C499 with both bridgings and transitions.
We now consider the -,Xiby of reducing the bias
for a given testing method. We compare the resulting
F-bias and T-bias for the single stuck-at fault method
and the pseudo-1 :nbiased method described in Section
3.2. We note that the pseudo-unbiased method was
originally designed to enhance test effectiveness. Table 2 and Table 3 present the results for C432 and
C499, respe tively. For all four cases (each case involve two methods and two types of bias), we verify that the pseudo-unbiased method indeed reduces
the testing bias from that given by the stuck-at fault
method. For F-bias, the pseudo-unbiased method has
a smaller bias value in all four cases, and for T-bias,
although there is no difference with respective to the
bridging surrogates, the pseudo-unbiased method reduces T-bias for the transition surrogates. Since less
F-bias implies higher test effectiveness and less T-bias
implies stronger ability to maintain that test effectiveness, we expect that the pseudo-unbiased method
should give us better results for all four cases. This
is indeed true. Figures 11 and 12 ("Unb-" denotes
the pseudo-unbiased method) in Appendix show the
comparison of the average defective part level curves
for these four cases.
We will conclude this section by giving the reason
for using the name "Fault Simulation" and "Test Generation" bias. We first note that F-bias can be reduced
(or even removed) by using a different fault simulation strategy. As an example, let's consider circuit
C499 with transitions and the pseudo-unbiased test

1

.

. . . . . ..,

.

. . . ....,

. . ...

The follow lemmas connect <DL to E assuming that
no T-bias is presented, i.e ,& = 0.
d

Lemma 1 As fault coverage FC approaches loo%,

0.w

0.01
0.1
1 -(faun cGVeq-3)

1

Figure 8: Changing E and F-bias by changing the way
of computing the fault coverage, C499 with transitions
sets. We perform experiments on three different ways
of computing the fault coverage. First, as usual we
consider the number of faults detected at least once
being divided by the total number of fault as the fault
coverage. Additionally, we consider detected at least
twice and detected at least f o u r times as the ways to
compute the fault coverage, respectively. Figure 8
show the resulting comparison. The curve marked by
“UNBP represented the case where a fault is considered “detected” if it is detected at least i times. We
see that as i becomes larger, the resulting defective
part level curve falls into higher test effectiveness regions (smaller F-bias). Also, we see that the decline
of test effectiveness does not change much in all three
cases. Hence, the way of computing the fault coverage can reduce F-bias but cannot remove the decline
of test effectiveness, i.e T-bias. In the next section,
we will prove that as the fault coverage approaches
loo%, the overall test effectiveness will be dominated
by the smallest test effectiveness implied by the partition of the defect set. Since this “non-uniformity” of
test effectiveness depends on test generation method
itself (as shown in Table 3), we give it the name “Test
Generation Bias.”
5.3

Test Efficiency When a Fixed Fault
Coverage is Given

Test effectiveness characterizes the average ability
to reduce the defect coverage as the fault coverage
increases. In this section, we define the concept of the
“instantaneous ability” to reduce the defect coverage
at a particular fault coverage. We call it Efficiency
to distinguish from test effectiveness. Also, in this
section, we assume that a fixed fault coverage is the
goal of testing.

Definition 4 W e define the test efficiency with respect t o the change of fault coverage t o be DL =

Proof. From equation ( 4) in Theorem 2 ln(DL) = ln[l Y(l--FC)C
The
] . remaining steps involve applications of the
0
L’Hospital’s Rule.

Lemma 2 DL is always less than or equal t o E, and
it increases as the fault coverage F C increases.
Proof. Let h = (1 - FC)‘. Then, again we will have
= (*
. eYln h h ) =~ I ( x ) ~ (for h = (1 - FC)‘).
If we let h
1, then E + 0 since lnh -+ 0. We know
from lemma ( 1) that as h -+ 0, EDL
E , and hence
X --i 1. The only thing needs to be shown is that X is
monotonically increasing as h decreases. We can prove this
by showing that
< 0.
0
[DL

-+

The above illustrates the practical meaning for the
test effectiveness E. Lemmas 1 and 2 states that E is
the upper bound on the order of magnitude reduced
on the defective part level when increasing the fault
coverage by one order, and in the limit, it is equal to
the test effectiveness E . The ]practicalmeaning for this
is that if we increase the fault coverage by one order,
we cannot do better than that amount with respective
t o the reduction of defective jpart level. However, if the
fault coverage is high enough, the order reduced on
the defective part level is roughly E .
In the following, we consider the case when pT > 0.

Lemma 3 Let the defect space be partitioned into k
disjoint sets with cardinalities N I + N2 +. . .+Nk = N

and their test effectiveness be ordered as ~1 > ~2 >
= Emin. Then, as the fault coverage F C

... >

Proof. Let p , =

a
Nd

for i = l...k.

Then, DL =

1 - Y [ c * ( p ~ ) ( l - F c ) The
( c a )remaining
].
steps involve a p
0
plications of the L’Hospital’s Rule.
In generaI, if there is a subset of defects with dominating size relative to others, then most of the testing process will be dominated by the test effectiveness
of that subset (this can be easily proved). However,
when the fault coverage zs high enough, the one with
the minamum test effectzveness emerges t o become the
dominating subset. As an eKampIe, consider the partition in Table 1 for C432. Figure 9 shows the decline (eventually go to zero) of &IL as the fault coverage approaches 100% for this case from experimental
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= 0. As the fault
Therefore, in Lemma 3 above,
coverage approaches loo%, the defective part level r e
duction provided by more tests is zero. As a result,
t h e testing quality that can possibly be achieved by this
method is limited.

1

‘Unbiased’ t
-DL--perimenr +-.

0.1

0.001

0.01
1 - (fault awerage)

0.1

Figure 9: (DL vs. F C , C432, bridgings
data. In contrast, the curve for the unbiased testing is
also drawn. The undesired drop of
indicates that
the zero test effectiveness subset becomes more active
as F C approaches 100% (as predicted in Lemma 3),
which leads to the result shown in Figure 7.
In summary, test efficiency measuring how well testing performs at a given fault coverage. It depends .on
F-bias in average and on T-bias as the fault coverage
close to 100%. Therefore, to improve test efficiency,
we ought to reduce both types of bias. We conclude
this section with the following two theorems.
Theorem 3 Suppose a testing method M generates a
test set T such that f o r m o s t of the defects, the test
effectiveness is €1 but f o r s o m e of t h e m is E Z , and €1 >>
6 2 . T h e n , in general, we can perform o u r testing n o
better t h a n ~1 and as the fault coverage approaches
loo%, we can perform no better than €2.

Theorem 4 T h e ability t o detect defects f o r a n unbiased test set (PT = 0 and PF = 0 ) is a constant, and

Let us think about the above two questions in terms
of the concept “bias.” We see that the T-Bias /?T is
very related to the first question, and the F-Bias ,BF
the second question. If a method has pT = 0, then
at least we know that the ability to reduce the defective part level is not dropping while the fault coverage
increases. Hence, as long as we observe that the test
effectiveness is not zero (at least some defeces are detected by the first few tests), we can proceed until l
PPM is achieved. On the other hand, if the method
also has / 3 ~= 0, then we know that t h e decreasing
rate of the defective part level is as large as the increasing rate of the fault coverage as the fault coverage approaches 100%. Therefore, we not only can
get there but also get there as fast as we can o n t h e
fault domain. This idea has been captured implicitly
in the new definition of unbiased testing before (see
Definition 3) and explicitly proved in the previous
section. In summary, with the proof that unbiased
testing results in less quality uncertainty in Section
4, we conclude our main theorem below.

Main Theorem: Unbiased testing can achieve a n arbitrarily low defective part level eficiently and reliably.

7 Conclusion

independent of the fault coverage.

6

Efficiently Achieve an Arbitrarily

Low D L
Suppose that we are given the testing goal 1 PPM.
How are we going to achieve that goal? Suppose we
have a testing method in mind. Then, the problem can
be divided into two parts: I). C a n the method achzeve
1 PPM, providzng n o resource limitation? 2). If yes,
can we afford the cost by using t h e method t o achieve 1
PPM? First let us examine the potential of traditional
testing methods with respect to the first question.
Traditionally, tests are generated based upon faults.
Since faults do not model defects perfectly, some defects are missed. For those defects not captured by
any faults, their test effectiveness is obviously zero.
Paper 27.1
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Test Generation Bias and Fault Simulation Bias are
two causes that limit the testing quality. A good test
generation algorithm should produce test set with as
less bias as possible. When there is neither T-bias
nor F-bias, a testing method is unbiased, and an unbiased method can efficiently and reliably achieve desired quality. In practice, we design ATPG algorithms
to approximate unbiased testing, and such an approximation is called pseudwunbiased testing. A pseudounbiased method with good F-bias reduction was proposed in [WMW95a]. An enhancement to further reduce T-bias is currently under development.
Acknowledgment: The authors like to thank Professor
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